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ABSTRACT

This article gives you a brief overview on architecture and design. It is also stated that interior
design and architectural graphics are one of the important directions in architecture.
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Introduction
Independent Uzbekistan will take the education system to a whole new level. First of all,
competitive, highly qualified personnel will be trained on the basis of state educational standards.
One of the main tasks of higher education is to form deep and solid knowledge in the future cadres,
to continue to cultivate devotion to the ideas of national independence, love for the Motherland and
devotion in this direction. In addition, the development of science, engineering and technology,
increasing the effectiveness of research, effective use of the results in the educational process, the
introduction of new pedagogical and information technologies in teaching practice cannot achieve
the above results.
"Although there is a slight difference between lesson and upbringing, the two are
inseparable, and the body of one is like the body and soul of the other." Avloni. These basic
principles include, first of all, the humanity and democracy of education and upbringing, the
priority of university education, secondary special, vocational education, continuity and succession
of higher and postgraduate education, education the secular nature of the system, the openness of
higher education to all within the state educational standards, the promotion of abilities and talents,
the harmonization of state and public administration in the higher education system, the integration
of higher education, science and industry and others are included. Landscape and interior designers
felt the need to develop a new form and design solution for the human environment, living
conditions, residential and public buildings, as well as the landscape.
Main Part
Designers and architects of the republic are using various methods of design in order to
develop the design of our land. Along with a deeper study of the rich heritage of our national
applied art, they are trying to find a unique direction in the development of Uzbek design. In recent
years, due to the creation of more favorable conditions for cooperation with foreign countries,
scientific research and design work is well underway. "Design" work is developing at a joint level
in all respects. Beauty and comfort, aesthetics are the leading creative ideas of artistic design. The
year 1991, declared the Year of Alisher Navoi, has become a memorable date in the history of our
country. This year, the age-old dreams and hopes of our people have come true. Uzbekistan has
declared its independence and will decide its own destiny. In the same year, a statue of Nizamiddin
Mir Alisher Navoi and a huge national park were erected in the heart of the capital of independent
Uzbekistan - dear Tashkent with the direct participation and design of the founder of our
independence, the first President Islam Karimov. gave a bright light to the future of the nation. As a
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result, the statue of Navoi, the park became the most beautiful and main shrine of our city and
country, which gave impetus to the next huge construction.
The purpose and mission of teaching science It is very difficult to present the history of
interior design, because no specific date is documented as humanity, the first point of space. The
desire to create functional and pleasant interiors has existed long before the construction of
detached buildings. The design of the interior dates back to the time of the first culture, when the
walls of the cave were painted and provided with animal skins for convenience. When people
started designing and building a building, the interior and the structure were seen as interrelated
parts of the whole thing. However, the term interior design did not exist until the end of World War
II. As part of architecture, interior design and its application in practice has evolved from a simple
form to a complex, spatial construction.
The main purpose of teaching the basics of interior design and architectural graphics is to
help young designers to solve architectural design solutions of buildings that are rapidly being
erected and renovated in our country in 4 years of study. consists of teaching.
Conclusion
It is recommended that building codes be followed when designing buildings. The
architectural and historical solution of the building should reflect its functional function and be easy
to use. The main goal of the art project is to provide students with artistic graphics, interior and
exterior design of the building, (advertising) means of artistic propaganda, the integration of applied
decorative arts and monumental murals. We teach students the art of decorative arts. teaches. We
strengthen our knowledge with the requirements through our creative work. The essence of the
project is its place in society, the requirements of the time, and we require students to have a high
level of artistic design. The subject of "Art Project", which is a requirement of the time, is a science
that standardizes all arts and teaches the use of applied art in the architectural environment.
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